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ABSTRACT

This article presents results of two researches on urban policies in different Brazilian metropolises using network analysis. Policy network studies have explored the consequences of networks over policies, but have underestimated the consequences of the structure of the network itself. The institutional and personal networks that structure state organizations internally and insert them in broader political scenarios organize a mid-level structure I call State fabric. This introduces more stability and predictability than usually considered and gives access to a specific power resource, which I call positional power, associated with the positions political actors occupy in the State fabric, influencing politics inside and around the State.
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The State is regarded as one of the main actors in the political scenario in Brazil, and has performed historically very important roles in the national economy and politics. Uncountable of its aspects have been analyzed along the last decades by both national and international literatures. Nevertheless, in a contradictory situation, we know little about its heterogeneity and internal dynamics. The same situation occurs in other Latin American countries.

One way to solve this problem is to develop detailed analysis about the processes that build up policy communities internally, following the footsteps of policy network studies since the 1970s.
According to this literature, the patterns of relationships among institutional actors organize political systems and influence policy outcomes.

To the moment, however, this research field has scarcely focused on Latin American countries, and Brazil specifically. This is a problem in itself, since we do not account for the effects of networks when studying policies in those countries. However, this gap causes also theoretical consequences. Since the policy literature has so far been concentrated in highly institutionalized (or pluralist) political systems, we know little about the variation of the networks’ effects on policies. Indeed, the results about the Brazilian case suggest a much more structured situation than described previously by the international literature focused on Latin American countries. The evidences suggest that networks made of institutional and personal relationships structure state organizations internally, as well as insert them in broader political scenarios. These patterns of relations, that I call **State fabric**, frames the political dynamics, influences public policies and introduces much more continuity, stability and predictability than considered by the literature. It also gives access to a specific power resource to political actors, which I called **positional power**, associated with their positions in the networks. The distribution of this power resource influences politics inside and around the State.

The present article presents the ideas around those two concepts, building up on researches I have developed on urban policies in two different Brazilian metropolises using intensively network analysis (Marques, 2000, 2003). The article comprises four sections, besides this introduction. In the next section, I discuss the main conceptual elements involved. Next, I present the key elements of traditional analysis about the Brazilian State. In the third part, I discuss the evidences about the State fabric and its consequences to policies and to politics. Finally, I conclude by discussing the relationship between politics and public policies in Brazil considering the interaction between social networks and political institutions.

1. **The elements to integrate: actors, institutions and networks**

   Before going further, I establish my starting points using some widely accepted elements. Public policies occur inside policy communities, formed by sets of State and societal actors and knowledge practices. Those actors have interests concerning a specific field of State action and act potentially inside...
that field. They develop strategies and share one or more visions of society and the issues they are involved in. Networks of different kinds of relationships structure these communities, both inside the State and in its surroundings, structuring what I call State fabric. There are similarities (but also differences) between these communities and Jobert and Muller’s sector (1987), Bourdieus’s field (1996) and Lauman and Knoke’s policy domain (1987). In general terms, since I have no room to develop the discussion there, the State fabric is more stable and resilient than the policy domain, less State-centered than the sectors and more organized around organizations then the fields.\(^1\) Within these communities, several actors interact, compete and cooperate, establishing strategies, alliances and conflicts, and mobilizing their power resources. All these processes are constrained by the formal and informal institutions present in the community, as well as by the community networks. In the networks, they access a power resource related to the positions of the actors within the State fabric\(^2\).

Considering the importance of these issues, I will define briefly each of these elements discussing succinctly the pertinent literatures. The majority of the arguments is well known, but I believe their systematic presentation help explain the location of my argument.

**Actors and institutions**

Each social situation involves a set of actors that dispute the political processes to achieve their interests. The many perspectives about State and power combine such elements differently, as well as sustain different analytical concerns.

For pluralists, the set of political actors is very dynamic, and their interests and power resources are unstable. The disputes among them are organized around interest groups (Dahl, 1961), and the achievement of the government by means of the electoral process would explain most of the government's actions. Although the emphasis is on the dynamic character of politics, stability could be brought by dominant political coalitions (Mollenkopf, 1992).

\(^1\) I refer the reader to Marques (2000) for a deeper discussion on the matter.

\(^2\) Traditionally, the literature considers the existence of three dimensions of power involving open conflicts, non-decisions and latent conflicts, studied by the pluralism, Bachrach and Baratz (1963) and Lukes (1974). I am not propounding a fourth type of power, but a power resource that operates within each of the three forms of power defined traditionally.
For elitists, conversely, the winning political actors would be the same most of the time, due to the existence of great power disparities associated to the cumulative character of wealth, knowledge and status inequalities in society (Mills, 1956 and Hunter, 1953). In regard to the State, such disproportional power would be embedded in institutions, leading to the maintenance of the elite's interests, mainly through indirectly mechanisms (Domhoff, 1979, and Useem, 1983). For the elite theory, therefore, power would involve not only the open conflict (as the pluralists prefer), but also the lack of decisions (Bachrach and Baratz, 1963) and the third dimension of power (Lukes, 1974).

These two traditions have shown the importance to consider both the contingency of political results (that leads to change) and the unequal distribution of power resources (that favors stability). The result is that, in political processes, some results are more probable than others, though not deterministically (Przeworski, 1990).

However, as we have been warned by the neo-institutionalists, actors play in specific institutional contexts structured by informal patterns, law, and certain organizational design and procedures (Skocpol, 1985). These elements may potentially change the results, affect strategies and alliances, and even modify the agents' behavior and preferences (Steinmo et al., 1992; Immergut, 1998). Formal rules and organizational formats are especially relevant, but directly and through their fit in the political conflicts (Skocpol, 1992). In the same direction, State organizations have their own interests and, since they are located at the production chain of public policies, they control very important power resources. Therefore, they may become very central actors in the political struggles that surround the production of policies. Their fit to societal groups and institutions, however, is mediated by several elements, including social networks.

**Policies**

Along the last five decades, a tradition of policy analysis has been developed (Parsons, 1995, and Ham and Hill, 1993). I absolutely do not intend to reproduce the long and rich debate on the theme, but to pick up some elements that may help us see the contribution of network analysis (Klijn, 1998).

Policy analysis included academic studies as well as policy-oriented analysis, which many times introduced some confusion between normative and analytical aspects (Minogue, 1983). Since its
formulation, the policy-making process was conceived as if comprised by successive stages of a cycle, such as in Easton (1957). The cycle could include problem recognition, formulation of alternatives, evaluation of options, decision making, implementation, assessment and finishing, and feedback (Parsons, 1995). Until the 1970s, decision making was regarded as the most critical moment for policy explanation, when public agents would enroll problems, list the possible alternatives, and decide rationally the best alternative. Successive analyses criticized the traditional models discussing the role of rationality and incrementalism in decision making (Lindblom, 1979; Smith and May, 1980; Gregory, 1989), the (intrinsically political) processes which interfered in the agenda setting (Kingdon, 1984, and Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1993), not to mention the ideas (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1993; Hall, 1993) and the complex character of policy implementation (Hjern and Porter, 1981; Hogwood and Gun, 1984; Lipszky, 1980). In broad terms, the enhancements introduced by this literature involved the consideration of the heterogeneity and complexity of the State and the policy process, as well as the constant reaffirmation of its political aspects.

Considering our main concern here, this literature has increasingly focused on the political context and the interaction between agents, not only on decision making, but also during policy implementation. Hjern and Porter (1981), for example, reminded us that implementation was not made by a focal organization alone, but by a group of actors, comprising what the authors named implementation structures – groups of organizations that would work on the same problem, taking part on the process by self-selection, and would all intervene at the same time over the same issues. The question of specifying what influence relational structures would have on policies would be approached by the incorporation of social networks by policy analysis (Heclo, 1978), introducing shades of the elite theory into the chiefly pluralist colors of the tradition.

Networks

Network analysis starts from the premise that networks structure many fields of social reality. From the 1960s on, a vast literature has shown that the links between individuals and organizations

---

3 For an overview on the stages used by several authors from the 1940s to the 1980s, see Parsons (1995, item 1.10).
structure a wide range of social situations, affecting the flow of goods, ideas, information and power (Freeman, 2002). This perspective focused on social relationships and not on attributes, and aimed at constructing mid-range analyses, enhancing our ability to handle simultaneously social action and structure. In network analysis, hence, the structures are deductively raised by the empirical work, in what Tilly (1992) called a post hoc structuralism.4

In the case of political phenomena, the intrinsically relational nature of power already suggests the possibilities brought by this approach to the study of many phenomena (Knoke, 1990), constituting relational structures that restrict choices, provide different access to resources, facilitate alliances or conflicts and affect policy results. The network research allows the consideration of both relations and rationality, although this rationality ends up being different from what is generally considered (Granovetter, 2000, and Immergut, 1998).

Two lines of these analyses of networks in politics are of interest here. The first one investigated the relations within economic and political elites, discussing the interlocking with, among and within organizations and their connections with the political domain. In this tradition we find Mintz and Schwartz (1981), Mizruchi (1996), and Carroll and Fennema (2002), for instance. The political elites themselves were also studied, but in more focused works, such as Gil-Mendieta and Schmidt (1996), and Del Alcázar (2002).

A second line of studies addressed public policies directly. Although the starting point of this tradition was pluralist, the authors intended “to develop a more sociologically informed approach to interest group behavior” (Laumman and Knoke, 1987, p.7). Besides stressing the relationships between private interests, bureaucracies and politicians, theorized by pluralism as “iron triangles” (Fiorina, 1977), network researches propounded that the relationships are more permanent and less result-oriented, in conformity with what Heinz et al. (1997, p. 8) call “structural attributes of influence”.

Each policy would comprise a policy domain, a subsystem defined by mutual acknowledgement from actors involved in the production of a policy (Laumman and Knoke, 1987). The actors would belong to the State and to society and would be involved in policy making through lobby action and

4 For a review on policy networks, see Kljin (1998). For a quick summary of concepts, refer to Knoke (2003), and for a
influence quest (Heinz et al. 1997), politics and business connections (Laumann et al., 1992), representation arenas such as policy councils (Schneider et al., 2003), or the acquisition of assets (Jordana and Sancho, 2003). Influence would be based on organizational relations rather than on individual ones (Knoke et al., 1996), and the connections and the general structure of ties would have strong effects on action, affecting how rationality will be bounded (Padget and Ansell, 1993) and allowing the incorporation of contexts.

On the other hand, network research allowed incorporating informal phenomena and relations into the analyses (Heclo, 1978). This seems to be a key element of the diffuse and extra-institutional pattern of not only the influence (Heinz et al., 1997), but also the State cohesion (Schneider, 1991) and cohesion in financial elites (Kadushin, 1995).

Finally, and this is the main point of this article, network analysis shows that there are relatively stable relational settings in which the actors are embedded. Since the relational patterns and the network location make strategic alliances and coalitions more or less feasible, policy network structures affect significantly the power dynamics within the State (Marques, 2000, 2003). Additionally, positions in the structure of the networks provide information and resources differently, as well as access to certain actors (and regions of the network), constituting a relational power resource individuals access unequally.

2. The discussion about the Brazilian State

The literature about the Brazilian State comprises a quite large tradition. Despite this, we know little about its internal dynamics and particularities. Up to the early 1980s, the majority of the studies focused on the Brazilian State's macro-characteristics and its role in the nation development, on the construction of a modern political order, and on the formation of a certain peripheral and dependent capitalism. These investigations include studies from the classical works by Oliveira Viana and Raimundo Faoro to Martins (1985), Stepan (1989), Cardoso (1970 and 1975), and Linz and Stepan (1996). The emphasis in more general interpretations was part of the style of analysis of the time, but was influenced by the Brazilian political context. The legacy from this literature is a significant knowledge comprehensive set of studied themes, see the dossier in the Journal of Theoretical Politics, 10 (4), 1998.
about macro-processes, exemplified by outstanding works, such as the one by Nunes (1984). On the other hand, the study of the State apparatus, its relations with the broader political system, and its influence on policies, remained indirectly (and sometimes superficially) reviewed.

The 1980s were a milestone in the effective beginning of studies on Brazilian public policies. Accompanying the social and political transformations of the country, several works depicted critically the public policies from Estado Novo and from the military regime, exploring our historical legacy. There were studied policy areas such as social security, health, welfare, housing, industrialization, as in Santos (1979), Draibe (1989), Maricato (1987), Melo (1989), Schneider (1991), Evans (1995), and Tendler (1997), for instance. At that moment, some researches brought into light the characteristics, interests and processes present in each policy, enhancing specially our comprehension of Brazilian social policies. Even within this tradition, however, rarely the State internal dynamics has been analyzed, with few exceptions such as Tendler (1997).

Differently, the last 10 years favored a literature fragmented on different themes leading to the weakening of the policy research agenda. This was partially due to the unfolding of the studies from the previous decade, together with the specialization of several policy sectors. In a general sense, however, it occurred thanks to the absence of broader theoretical perspectives, resulting in low-profile abstraction and too much empirical fragmentation, as pointed out by Melo (1999) and Arretche (2003). The problem was worsened by the fact that public policies became a thematic meeting-point of very distinct disciplines (some external to social sciences). As a result, policy research in Brazil was torn between theoretical and macro-sociological concerns and a profusion of specific case studies, most of them coming from concrete domains of policies. The use of network analysis could have helped to close this gap between theoretical considerations and detailed empirical analysis about policies, but the presence of network studies on Brazilian policy analysis is almost inexistent.

---

5 About this see the dossier organized by Marta Arretche in Revista Brasileira de Ciências Sociais, 51, 2003.
3. Networks and the Brazilian State

To apply social networks to the Brazilian State, we must first consider a few distinctions. Firstly, political domains in Brazil tend to be centered in state agencies, given the relative fragility of societal organizations, when compared with more pluralist polities. However, the state organizations generally are themselves poorly institutionalized, have low insulation, and present intense migration from (and towards) the private sector. The literature interpreted this as State weakness, but the State fabric may also be a source of embedded autonomy in the sense of Evans (1995). Thus, the same process that halts institutionalization may favor coordination between agencies, making the State fabric denser. The issue is what conditions favor each result, a question that may only be answered empirically. The question of boundaries is also central to this point. Strictly speaking, the whole society constitutes one sole network with densities and thematic specializations in its different portions. What makes the studies possible is the delimitation of the area that corresponds to a particular process, being both the boundaries and the issues under study analytical choices of the researcher. In the case of policies in Brazil, they may not be confined to the institutional frontiers of the State.

In the second place, differently from several policy network analyses (Laumann and Knoke, 1987), I believe that we must look at relationships between both organizations and individuals (at least in Latin American contexts). Although networks involve an always-existing duality between people and organizations (Breiger and Mohr, 2004), the significance of personal relations and the relatively low institutionalization of procedures in Latin American countries would make an organization-based analysis artificial and misleading.

Additionally, I consider that only part of the ties was intentionally produced. Since the policy network is only a portion of broader networks connecting the individuals, most of the ties were produced a long time ago and with quite different goals (or even with no goal at all). Under this point of view, hence, the actors may choose strategically, but they will be bounded by the actions of all the other actors in the network (Granovetter, 2000), leading both to bounded rationality and complex political results. This point of view collides with great part of the Brazilian literature, mostly based on an instrumentalist

These issues are discussed in detail in Marques (2000, chapter 1).
reading of the “bureaucratic rings of power” from Cardoso (1970). According to him, the interests associated to specific policies would arrange intentional and relatively brief ties with state bureaucracies in order to achieve their goals. I propound that the mechanism I call permeability of the State is simultaneously more long-lasting and less goal-oriented than considered by this description.\(^7\)

Thus, the State fabric is yielded and changed by networks among people and organizations, both inside the State and on the larger environments of policy communities. The contacts are both personal and institutional and are based on old and new ties, constantly recreated. These mid-level structures conduct several resources and affect preferences, restrict choices, strategies and change political results. Concretely, we can say that superposed thematic networks of several professional communities constitute the State fabric.

**The development of the researches**

The general design of the studies was similar to enhance comparability and involved the two most important cities in the country, two spatially organized policies, developed by State organizations with two different designs (Marques, 2000, 2003).

For the study of the policies, both studies started from information about investments based directly on contracting disclaims published on the official press (around 800 contracts in Rio de Janeiro and almost 5500 in São Paulo).\(^8\) I distributed that information for each city in time and space, investigating the effects, in each case, of electoral cycles, changes in political regimes, the presence of social movements and other broad events and processes over the policies. The spatial distribution of investments also allowed the analysis of the distributive character of the policies over time and in each administration, with the results already summarized.

Additionally, in order to research the community networks in each case, I collected documents associated to the occupants of institutional positions in the agencies, on the engineering community associations, as well as in list of graduate and undergraduate alumni of the most important engineering

\(^7\) For a detailed conceptual discussion on the issue see Marques (2000, chap. 1).

\(^8\) All government contracts in Brazil must have some summary information published in daily publications called Diários Oficiais. These are the main sources of our information on investments.
schools. Then, I conducted in-deep interviews both to characterize the policies and the political dynamic in each city over time, as well as to allow the reproduction of the networks. The interviews used a name generator and snowballing techniques, and were not ego centered (when an ego answers questions about his contacts) but focused both on the ego contacts and on other contacts, including individuals and private companies. I considered information of all types of contacts inside the community, and not only those directly associated with some specific policy issues, following the idea presented in the previous section that it is the trajectories of individuals in their many activities that sews the State fabric, and not only intentional actions and ties. Later on, specific interviews were developed to separate contacts in different periods, as well as to differentiate the types of ties. The selected material enabled me to remake analytically, by using social network analysis techniques, the set of relationships between individuals, entities and private companies, including several types of ties, formal and informal relationships, associated and not associated with specific policy issues. In each case, the networks were organized by periods associated with administrative terms.

The researches

The first study analyzed sewage and water policies in Rio de Janeiro metropolitan area, developed by a state level public company – Cedae – from 1975 to 1996. That company was created in 1975 by the merger of three preexistent public companies, who belonged to two different states, which were merged territorially and institutionally at that moment – the old state of Rio de Janeiro and the state of Guanabara, resulting in the creation of the new state of Rio de Janeiro (which keeps the same boundaries to this day). The process was controlled by the bureaucratic elite of one of the companies – Cedag, which was very close to the new governor, politically. Brazil was at that moment dominated by a military dictatorship, but since 1982 the state governments became to be directly elected. Since that, the

---

9 I decided to separate the collection of the information on ties and types of ties because when I asked them together, the corruption ties tended to be hidden by the informant. For further details, including techniques and data collection, the reader shall refer to the original works.
10 Technically, the connectivity matrices.
11 Consequently there was a network for each administration – five in Rio de Janeiro (Faria Lima/Chagas Freitas, Brizola, Moreira Franco, Brizola and Marcelo Alencar) and six in São Paulo (Setúbal/Reynaldo/Curia, Covas, Jânio, Erundina, Maluf and Pitta). The first two administrations in Rio and three in São Paulo were collapsed on account of evident memory troubles from interviewees. In order to control previous situations in each community, I created a “Before 1975” period for each case.
state of Rio de Janeiro experienced considerable electoral competition, with a swing in results of each state election between center-left and center-right until the end of the period. In the sector under study, this meant a similar swing of the most important institutional positions between political groups inside the company.

Regardless of that, the policies showed a considerable stability in substantial terms and the presence of politicians and technicians from outside the community in important institutional positions was relatively small. Along the years, the transformation of the community occurred by generational dynamics and internal political struggles, with small effects from the outside, except when associated to the intra-community conflicts. I have credited that insulation to the institutional format of the state agency – a state company with its own revenue, strong career patterns, well-delimited bureaucratic identities and quite rare migrations to and from the private sector and the political realm (Marques, 2000). Several of these processes are inscribed in the community network, as we will see in a moment. The community network in Rio de Janeiro reached 154 individuals at its peak with the general features presented in the following sociogram.

**Figure 1 – Sociogram of the Rio de Janeiro community network in 1982/86**

![Sociogram of the Rio de Janeiro community network in 1982/86](source: Interviews with community technicians.)
The second study analyzed urban infrastructure policies in the city of São Paulo, including urbanism, the opening of streets, their paving, drainage works, the canalization of small rivers, and the building of bridges and tunnels. These policies were developed by a municipal office from 1975 to 2000 (Secretaria de Vias Públicas – SVP). The first policy, hence, was developed by a state-owned company and had a metropolitan coverage, whereas the second one was developed by a direct local administration agency and had municipal reach. In the second case, the agency depended on the municipal budget, did not have strong institutional boundaries or a strong career pattern, and experienced strong migrations from and to other parts of the government and the private sector. As we will see, these institutional differences are very important, not only to explain the cases, but also to get more theoretical results about the relationship between networks and institutions.

The political scenarios were also very different. In the case of São Paulo, a single right-wing political group controlled municipal politics during the most part of the period. This happened first because the governor appointed the mayors during the dictatorship and therefore three of the four appointed mayors belonged to that political group. But the situation remained in a very similar way after the return of elections, and three of the four elected mayors belonged to that same right-wing political group. Only during two administrations, therefore, there was a real change in the composition of the municipal government and in the control over institutional positions. Additionally, infrastructure policies in São Paulo are central in local politics, both because the local government induces the growth of the city by road construction (instead of planning it effectively by means of zoning), and because political campaigns’ financing is heavily associated to donations of public contractors of those works, both legal and illegal (and associated to corruption schemes).

As both a consequence and a cause of that centrality, the policy community of infrastructure in the city is very close to the right-wing political group that controlled local politics for the major part of the period. They are so close that one of the right-wing mayors – Reynaldo de Barros - was also the secretary of infrastructure in other three administrations. During left-wing governments, hence, technicians and politicians from outside the community occupied a great portion of the institutional

12 Although considering the particularities of the Brazilian party system, they belonged to different political parties.
positions, in a strategy of isolating the groups of the community that were sympathetic to the political opposition and allowing a change in the contents of the policies implemented by the agency. As we will see in the next section, those decisions can be seen in the network of the community.

That goal was apparently achieved, since the research found substantial differences in the contents of the policies delivered by right and left-wing policies, allowing us to sustain the ideological difference, yet established by the political parties in the Brazilian political scenario, in the sense of greater or smaller concerns about social redistribution in State’s actions as defined by Bobbio and Cameron (1997). The difference between right and left that is considered here, therefore, follows not only broad political party positions, but also the contents of the policies during different administrations. In right-wing administrations, the policies were typically concentrated in large public works, contracted with big private companies and located in the richer areas of the city. In left-wing administrations, policies tended to be dispersed in a larger number of small works, located in a more peripheral pattern and contracted with a larger number of smaller public contractors. All those results were statistically significant. Apparently, the patterns of relationship with the private sector were also different, considering corruption denunciations in the press. This element is also present in the network of the community and in the structural positions occupied by directors and private companies in different governments.

The São Paulo network was larger and more complex than the one in Rio de Janeiro, comprising 238 individuals with the general features presented in the following sociogram.
Compared to Rio de Janeiro, therefore, the case of São Paulo involved a much less insulated agency, was influenced by electoral politics much more strongly and showed more intense changes in the contents of policies, explained by the political decisions of policy makers, but implemented by the operation of the community network in directions that were compatible with those changes.

Having presented the development of both the researches and the two policies, we may now discuss the results associated to the relationship between the networks and the State. The presentation of the results is organized around the two broad arguments about the State fabric I want to sustain:

1. Continuity and rupture in the networks - Due to the State fabric, the settings in which public policies are developed are more stable than usually considered by the policy literature, leading to permanence in time and strong resilience against change.

2. Relational power in the State fabric - This structure provides the individuals with access to a specific kind of power resource directly associated to the positions in the structure of the networks. Those resources are tradable with other power resources.
For obvious reasons, further details about the policies and the political dynamics in each case are presented only when strictly necessary.

**Continuity and rupture in the networks**

Generally speaking, the presence of networks is an important element of stability in policy communities, helping to maintain the administrative capabilities and the technical memory throughout time. As a matter of fact, according to this point of view, building dense networks in policy sectors is part of the processes that create policy-implementing bureaucracies, such as suggested by Schneider (1991). At least three important consequences emerge from this process: networks are centrally involved in the building of institutions and organizations; the transformations of those organizations are associated to network transformations in processes that involve generational dynamics and exogenous changes, but also political choices; and thirdly, characteristics of some network structures lead at the same time to intense clustering and connectivity, even in moments of large changes in ties, making the State fabric’s general characteristics resilient and strongly inertial. Let’s observe these consequences separately.

Firstly, institutional capacities may be created by patterns of individual ties, as well as institutional ones. This element goes against the great majority of the Brazilian social sciences literature, which regards the relevance of personal relationships in the public order as an expression of the maintenance of an outdated political order in Brazil. In my opinion, however, it seems more profitable analytically to consider such dimension without a priori normative judgments and to investigate it empirically. In doing so, we may end up with a different understanding of the issue. In the Rio de Janeiro network, for instance, one may observe that the type of ties that grows faster in the period is institutional/professional (Chart 1). This suggests that the processes of institutional building are not always incompatible with environments that are strongly based on personal relations.
More than that, the Rio de Janeiro case suggests, in fact, that the network can be an important element in the processes of institutional building itself. As stated before, the company that undertakes the policies – Cedae – was created by the merger of three other existing state-owned organizations. The interviews suggested that this process was full of conflicts, but evolved to a sole organization, with its own institutional identity, insulation and technical culture. The structuring of the new company had also a relational dimension, since the merging process caused (and was politically enabled by) the merging of the network itself, although this process took time and happened slowly (Table 1).

As we can see, the participation of ties with individuals that have worked in the same original company tended to decrease over the years, and with other increased strongly, showing the relevance of ties in the formation of the new organization. At the end of the period, however, the presence of ties with individuals from their companies remained high, proving the strong resilience of relational patterns.
Table 1 - Evolution of Ties According to Origin – Rio de Janeiro

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>% of ties among members of the same original company</th>
<th>% of ties among members of different companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before 1975</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chagas Freitas (1975/1982)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreira Franco (1987/1990)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Interviews with community members.

At the moment of the merger of the companies, the network of the community resembled what is shown in Figure 1 above. As we can see, the individuals that belonged to different companies occupied, at that moment, very different regions of the network. Through the governments, the sociograms show an increasing interpenetration of the networks of the three companies, making it impossible to represent them as in Figure 1.

**Figure 3 – Sociogram of the Rio de Janeiro community network in 1975**

Source: Interviews with community technicians.
This dynamics also reminds us that networks change over time, thanks to the formation and destruction of ties. In policy networks, in particular, this process tends to occur in a concentrated way during administration changes. However, there are broader processes of transformation in the networks, especially due to generational dynamics. As expected, the arrival of cohorts into/from bureaucracy and politics affects the networks by including/excluding new members, or by dismounting cohesive groups.13

The groups are sets of individuals or entities with several ties to each other and a similar relational pattern with other network peers and that, in the case of these researches, were delimited by cluster analysis (Marques, 2000). The interviews suggest that they usually have common political identities or may engage in collective actions, but this is not part of their definition. Within the networks, the groups differ in power resources, not only because of who is in office, but also because of their network locations, which grants easier or harder access to specific portions of the relational fabric. We will return to the discussion later on.

In Rio de Janeiro, the political changes in the State executive from the first period to the second meant the loss of the hegemony over the policy for the most important political group in the first mandate (who was responsible for the merger of the companies). The political heirs of this group were two other groups that, however, could not control the policy. Only one of these groups maintained its relational importance and continued to polarize the network throughout the whole period. The group that polarized the network during the rest of the period had no connection with them, and emerged from the association of institutional positions and political ties.

This generational dynamics, however, does not happen naturally and depends on political choices. The case of São Paulo, illustrated by Table 2, shows this eloquently. In general terms, there has been really a smooth decline of the first and second generations in time, as well as a rise of the fourth and fifth generations during the first four terms. But during the last two mandates, however, the older generations returned and the presence of the younger ones decreased (see highlighted cells). The reason for this is political, since these administrations represented a return of the same right-wing political group

13 In order to analyze the generation effects, I have sorted technicians in each of the researches by the generation they belong to, considering: 1 – oldest generation, with individuals around 80 years old, with no active involvement; 2 – retired employees, around 70 years old, some involved in activities; 3 – individuals around 60 years old; 4 – active individuals, around 50 years old; 5 – younger active individuals, around 40 years old. All ages measured at the time of each research.
that controlled the municipal government at the beginning of the period. Therefore, generational dynamics has its influence, but the situation of the network in each moment also depends heavily on the political decisions.

### Table 2 - Presence of the Generations by Mandate (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Generations</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Not sorted</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before 1975</td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setúbal/Reynaldo (1975/83)</td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covas (1983/85)</td>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jânio (1986/88)</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erundina (1989/92)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maluf (1993/96)</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitta (1997/00)</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Interviews with community members.

This is not to say that the transmission of political power between groups is a simple matter of transference. It includes several “assets”, some of them material and symbolic, such as the ones studied by ethnographic research by Kuschnir (2000) and Pedroso de Lima (2003) on political-electoral and business legacy transfer, respectively. They also involve, and this is the point here, relational elements, not only associated to the ties themselves, but also to the succession of positions in the structure of the networks. This seems to be important to explain the stability within power structures in organizations and politics.

On what concerns stability, however, another issue should be focused. Until recently, the policy network literature suggested that the main stability-promoting elements were the great amounts of ties an nodes inherited from preceding periods, making their volume in a given period relatively low. Recently, Watts (1999) showed the existence of some mathematical properties of networks that make connectivity increase much faster than the decrease in clustering, when a regular network is subjected to the randomization of ties. For networks with these properties, which the author calls small world, great connectivities (or short average distances) and high clustering are obtained with low randomizing. For our concerns here, the main practical consequence of these findings is that even in moments of intense
change in ties (as in government changes), the general structure of the network tends to maintain its general characteristics (not only because there are few changes in each period).\textsuperscript{14}

The application of Watts' ideas to the policy networks of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro suggests that we have two cases of small world networks. A small world network has high clusterability, but high connectivity (or small maximum distance), both in comparison with a fully random network of the same size. Therefore, if we divide the clustering and connectivity indicators of the theoretical random network by those of our empirical networks, we will find a value close to 0 for the first and close to 1 for the second. In our case, for rendering the argument concrete with some administrations:

a) The relationships between the clustering coefficient from the random (theoretical) network and our networks are: Cedae (first Brizola term) – 0.11; Cedae (Marcelo Alencar) – 0.07; SVP (Erundina) – 0.04; and SVP (Pitta) – 0.05.

b) The relationships between the distances from the random (theoretical) network and our networks are: Cedae (first Brizola term) – 0.74; Cedae (Marcelo Alencar) – 0.92; SVP (Erundina) – 0.84; and SVP (Pitta) – 0.86.

Hence, these networks have high connectivity and still high clustering. In political terms, this means that the State fabric is likely to create a strong connectivity pattern and that this pattern tends to be very stable from one government to the next. This may add new elements to the explanation of the difficulties of State reforms, as well as of the inertia of organizational structures. Therefore, even in moments of intense transformation of a network of a particular policy community, the changes will tend to have a local (rather than structural) effect. Such changes may be sufficient to allow a shift in the policies considering the policy preference of who is in office, but generally will not be reproduced over time and the former situation will reappear when the external (political) efforts cease. As we will see in just some moments, this is exactly the case of São Paulo.

\textsuperscript{14} Kogut and Walker (2001), for example, showed the high resilience on business network structure in Germany, even under strong changes driven by the recent privatization processes. Conversely, Hedstrom, Sandell and Stern (2000) showed the strong effect of little randomizing on increasing connectivity in the structuring of the socialist party in Sweden.
Disregarding the State fabric, such as the majority of the policy analysis tradition did, makes this policy dimension unacceptable, suggesting stronger restrictions to actors and lesser inertia to changes in organizations and politics than empirically observed.

**Relational power in the State fabric**

Although all these elements lead to the structuring of the environment in which policies are produced, the community and its network are continuously transformed by politics, as well as bounded by institutional formats. I will discuss the first element here, and the second element at the end of the article.

The networks build up the State internally, but their influence on the policy process depends heavily on government decisions and electoral results. The São Paulo policy is a good example to be observed, since local politics has been highly polarized between right- and left-wing political parties.\(^{15}\) As I have already stated, the municipal office was occupied by right-wing administrations (both under the military rule and after the return to democracy) during most of the period, but there were two left-wing governments. As we also saw, the network was extremely close to this right-wing political group and during its governments the policy was developed through the network. Left-wing administrations, on the contrary, tried to isolate the network, bringing a significant group of technicians from the outside of the community and trying to handle the network with just some strategic points of entry. Therefore, although the networks are highly inertial and path dependent, the strategic choices actors make may make a difference and allow for the development of different policies.

The type of organizational design of the state agency facilitated this strategy of left-wing administrations, since in this case a municipal office with low insulation implemented the policy, leading to much larger and less defined community boundaries.\(^{16}\) In Rio de Janeiro, a state-owned company with specific administrative staff, a budget of its own, clear organizational identity and strong insulation from political pressures implemented the policies. In that case, the network almost coincided with the

\(^{15}\) Where classified as right-wing: Setúbal/Reynaldo de Barros, Curiai, Maluf and Pitta; and as left-wing: Covas and Erundina.

\(^{16}\) As a matter of fact, not even the network boundaries coincided with the agency. The trajectories of individuals among important institutional positions in several governments led to the inclusion of the whole São Paulo urban engineering
organization limits, except for the private contracting sector. Members of the agency ruled even the civil society associations of the community, and their issues and dynamics reflected those from inside the state agency.

In São Paulo, conversely, the data suggested a strong association between the political dynamics that happen inside the network and outside politics. In fact, the analysis of the co-participation of individuals in institutional positions among administrations suggests the existence of a network of administrators close to the right-wing politicians and crossing several terms in many agencies. Among right-wing administrations, there were 171 co-participations, against 31 between right-wing and left-wing governments and 10 among the left-wing administrations.

But how are networks associated to the political and institutional power? Since the networks structure the relationship between agents within the State fabric, the administration of state organizations involves intense negotiations between insiders (who control the knowledge, contacts and positions in the network) and outsiders (mainly politicians and public work and service contractors). Those who hold institutional power need supporters inside the community in order to implement policies according to their projects, as well as those interested in contracting with the government need supporters inside the community to heighten their individual odds of making contracts.

The two cases also differ strongly in these respects. In Rio de Janeiro, data suggested a rather polarized network, with strong and important groups controlling different areas of the network and disputing power with each other, polarizing the community. The two most important groups included predominantly individuals coming from the two main former companies merged in 1975. Groups of minor importance in power disputes, but also individuals and groups involved on political mediation, occupied the center of the network.

In the São Paulo case, the network had very low inner polarization. Actually, it had a single core, associated with the aforementioned set of right-wing public administrators. They alternated themselves in the most important institutional positions at the agencies and were located in the same position of the community, including agencies which worked with all types of public works, garbage collection, public building construction and the maintenance of public services and equipments.
network. It is important to add that the São Paulo network was larger and more complex than the one from Rio de Janeiro, reaching 238 entities and 806 relations against 154 entities and 628 ties of the latter.

As discussed before, as administrations succeed, members of different groups struggle for political (and policy) hegemony within the State fabric using their relations with those who hold institutional power. The groups include individuals with intense relational patterns between each other and similar connections with the rest of the network. An important dimension of power in networks, hence, is the location of the individuals that hold institutional positions.

In Rio de Janeiro, where local politics experienced stronger political change\(^\text{18}\) and the network was more polarized, the location of the most important institutional positions tended to oscillate between the two network poles along with each political change on key executive positions. This situation can be seen on the following figures, representing the network in 1982/1986 (Leonel Brizola) and 1987/1990 (Moreira Franco), with the highlight on those entitled to institutional positions.

\(^{17}\) The final policy beneficiaries were found not to be relevant in the investigated cases. However, in policies more involved in social demands and/or social movements, and implemented by street-level bureaucracies (Lipsky, 1980), they may have higher influence.
The politics in Rio de Janeiro was stressed by an oscillation on the political spectrum of the state governors: Faria Lima/Chagas Freitas/Leonel Brizola/Moreira Franco/Leonel Brizola/Leonel Brizola/Marcelo Alencar; or in terms of political parties: Arena/MDB/PDT/PMDB/PDT/PSDB, alternating the political groups that control the state executive.
The figures are sociograms with hidden links (to enhance visualization) and the nodes have been located using MDS techniques. These reduce bias and distribute the points approximately in the same position in all administrations, allowing the comparison. The general pattern is the same in other administrations.

As we can see, the location of chief institutional positions oscillated from one side of the networks to the other between both administrations. The same situation is repeated in other administrations, and whenever there is a change in the political group that holds office, the board of directors is found on the opposite side of the previous administration. That pattern is easily understandable. When a particular political group held office, it had to choose points of entry in the policy community to enable the implementation of its policies. In doing so, they could not create contacts with network groups that had already been associated to its adversaries. If that same group returned to power later, it activated again the same contacts, reproducing in the network the polarization of the political scenario. By means of that mechanism, the location of institutional positions oscillated from one administration to the next, as shown in the sociograms.

The situation in São Paulo was very different. We shall begin by looking at the occupation of positions by relational groups. The Table 3 below presents the proportional occupation of institutional positions in the community by members of different groups in the network. The groups were delimited by cluster analysis of the patterns of ties, and join individuals with similar relational features. Groups 1 to 3 were very close to the right-wing administrations and formed the network of right-wing public managers I have mentioned before, and Group 4 was the one used during left-wing administrations as point of entry in the network. As we can see, the first three groups hold the most important positions in almost all administrations, with the exception of the two left-wing governments. Those hegemonic groups had sharp political-ideological tendencies, as well as long political association with the political group that dominated the municipal politics during most of the time and basically succeeded each other.

---

19 Technically, there is no guarantee that the positions are exactly the same, but the detailed analysis of cases suggests that this happens approximately in the majority of the points and was regarded as precise enough for the comparative use of this article. The technique is known by multidimensional scaling (MDS), a method of multivariate analysis that reduces the number of
These processes were probably reinforced - the long control of the administration by the same political group and the control of the network (and of the institutional positions) by the same relational group.

Table 3 - Occupation of Institutional Positions by Groups (%) – São Paulo (*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Groups 1 to 3</th>
<th>Group 4</th>
<th>Groups 5 to 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right - Setúbal</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right - Reynaldo</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right - Curiati</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left - Covas</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right - Jânio</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left - Erundina</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right - Maluf</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right - Pitta</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Seade Foundation, Official Press from São Paulo Municipality and interviews.

(*) Includes - secretary, chief of office, superintendent, director and president of the following agencies: SVP, SSO, Emurb, Cohab.

This result suggests that if a specific political group controls the network, certain administrations may try to avoid implementing their policies using the community network, and import new sections of the network from the outside, connecting them locally in the community. In the São Paulo case, during left-wing administrations, this happened with the connection of outside individuals to the group of technicians presented in the last Table as group 4. This strategy may help to implement policies that would not be supported by important segments of the policy community, neutralizing the bureaucracy found in central locations of the State fabric, but tends to have low influence on community change, with low impact over time when the external efforts cease.

Another form to address the issue is to analyze the location of the main decision makers by administration. The information about São Paulo suggests that the administrations differ strongly regarding that element. If we compare the reach centrality scores of the Chairs of the Department of public works in each administration, we will find an average centrality of 73.5 for left-wing governments variables in a data set, simplifying the general pattern and increasing visibility. About MDS, see Johnson and Wichern (1992) and about its application on network analysis, see Wasserman and Faust (1994).
against 98 in right-wing governments. The same tendency is found in the ego centered networks of the Chairs of the Department in different governments characterized at Table 4 by simple indicators. As we can see, the egonets of the most important decision makers in right-wing governments are larger, more populated by private enterprises and by community members than the ones of left-wing governments. We can see additionally by Burt’s measure that the egonets of right-wing governments tend to be more efficient in the sense of having less redundancy in ties. The pattern is the same in other administrations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right (Reynaldo)</td>
<td>Left (Covas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of private enterprises</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals from the community</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals from outside the community</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burt’s Efficient size</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Interviews with community members.

Finally, we might explore the location of the individuals that hold institutional positions in the network during different governments. The following sociograms present the information for one right-wing and one left-wing administration, with the weak ties suppressed to enhance visibility. As we can see, the board of directors in left-wing administrations occupied a very peripheral section of the network, as opposed to the central and connected location of the right-wing’s board. The other administrations follow the same pattern over the period.

---

20 Reach centralities are network simple statistics: the greater the score, the higher is the centrality, and the closer is the individual to the rest of the network. The differences between means of left and right-wing administrations are significant to 95% of confidence. See Wasserman and Faust (1994).

21 Ego centered networks are centered on each individual and include just the node directly linked to them and the ties between those.

22 Tie strength was measured by the relative frequency of their citation.
Figure 5 - Sociograms by administration, weak ties suppressed – São Paulo

(Highlighted areas concentrate institutional positions)

Left-wing administration

Right-wing administration

Source: Interviews with community members.

This information is complemented by the observation of the boards of directors’ location in relation with the private contractors, including them in our networks by administration. The following sociograms show the sociograms of a right and a left-wing administration (Setúbal/Reynaldo/Curiati and Erundina), with the ties suppressed and the nodes located by MDS techniques. Private companies and board of directors are indicated. Simple technicians correspond to light dots, private companies to black dots, and the most important position nominees in each administration are stars.
As we can see, in right-wing administrations the board of directors is very close to private companies. In left-wing administrations, on the contrary, the individuals with institutional positions are far away from the private companies. The other administrations follow the same pattern.

It is important to add that I have also subjected the data on contract bids to a quantitative analysis to test whether the locations of private companies in the community networks, or other non-relational variables, influence the amount of contracts a company manages to win in bids. Since the results tell us
much more about the permeability of the State than of power and policies, I will not report them here in
details. But it is important to highlight that, in the São Paulo case, the pattern of permeability is
completely different in right and left-wing administrations. In right-wing governments, the financial
amounts won in bids were affected both by relational elements and by the size of the companies,
measured by the companies’ capital. The proximity in the network to the most important institutional
positions had also a positive influence on the resources won in bids. In addition, companies whose
location provided many primary and secondary contacts generally had a higher amount of victories.

In left-wing administrations, no network-related variable showed any significance. Among the
investigated elements, only the company's capital had a positive influence on the amount won in bids, but
with a lower return than in right-wing administrations. Since we have seen that the São Paulo left-wing
administrations tried to neutralize the network, the absence of influence of relations suggests that the
strategies used by these governments may be well succeeded. As stated before, networks affect the
results, but the actors' choices and strategies are also relevant.

In Rio de Janeiro, conversely, for the great majority of the cases, the pattern of bids was affected
by the occupation of locations which may grant access to information. These involved typically the mid-
size companies, characteristic of the community, which won more whenever their location in the
network provided information about the ongoing processes. This pattern was present over the whole
period, confirming that permeability is more diffuse, non-intentional and resilient than suggested by the
majority of the descriptions present in the literature.

All this information about networks and power suggests that the two cases can be construed as
different configurations of the same logic of power in the State fabric, which I named the exchange of
power resources (Marques, 2000). The administration of State agencies comprises the control of, at least,

---

23 All reported results are representative in statistical terms in regression models. For details see Marques (2000 and 2003).
24 Primary ties are the direct connections of nodes and secondary ties are the connections of the nodes directly connected to the
node in question.
25 As opposed to large companies, typically involved in federal public works (of water dams and hydroelectric power plants, for
example), and which appear at the community during periods of crisis of those larger markets.
two different sets of power resources. The first refers to the occupation of institutional positions, is based on law and administrative arrangements and relates to the ability to rule and command the State apparatus. These resources are essential to power authority, but are not sufficient, because the policy operation remains greatly in state agencies and bureaucracies. These not only implement, but also formulate the policies in several cases, besides the fact that, as Lipszy (1980) showed us, implementation is also decision making. The management of these elements depends on a different set of power resources associated to the locations inside the community networks. I named this power resource as positional power, sustaining that it is embedded in policy networks. From a political point of view, what happens is that the heads of the executive exchange institutional positions (institutional power) for places and locations (positional power) with members of bureaucracies, who get access (through the former) to higher wages, status etc. Technicians, in their turn, lend their positions and relational patterns, enabling policy implementation.

Both in Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo the elected administrators have dialogued with specific communities to acquire support from the networks. The different results of this process in both cities concern to differences on network configurations, on institutional environments and on local power structures. These differences resulted, in one case, in the polarization of the network and in the association with the institutional power (Rio de Janeiro). In the other case there was an association of the major portion of the network to a particular political group, and the use by other political groups involved the import of technicians from outside the community that were connected marginally to the network (São Paulo).

Some concluding remarks: the State fabric and institutions

We have seen throughout this article the main characteristics of the State fabric, and how, by taking them into account, our understanding about state policies is enhanced. Broadly speaking, network analysis conduces beyond the simple concept of a State comprising actors to insert them in specific relational contexts. By doing this, we can see how networks affect strategies, conflicts and alliances, and

---

26 In abstract terms, this division is compatible with the one established by Mann (1987) between despotic and infrastructural
make some results more probable than others, similarly to what have been already focused by the literature in regard to institutions. Therefore, by taking into account the State fabric we can better understand the interdependence in policies, assimilate the informality found in many aspects of politics, and analyze more accurately the stability and inertia involved in the production of policies.

As we have seen, the State fabric has different effects on political dynamics according to how the relational patterns relate to the institutional designs and the different sets of actors found in each case. The association between these three elements produces important political impacts. Next, I will summarize the main elements investigated, dialoguing with the literature presented in the first section.

Networks structure the State and contribute to the presence of a bigger resilience in political organizations than considered by pluralism. Despite this trend towards stability, organizational and individual actors constantly recreate networks. The importance of the last ones seems crucial, whether for the personal relations between nodes, or for the fact that the State fabric is not created intentionally and temporally, but relates to the long-term trajectories of individuals, something that has been escaping the policy network tradition. On the other hand, contrary to common statements, personal relations can be an important element in promoting institutional building, since they may favor cohesion. This cohesion is not homogeneous and leads to the formation of groups that dispute policy control in a rather polarized way, according to the State fabric configuration.

The community individuals and the groups negotiate their association with the institutional position nominees, providing them positional power to administrate the State and to implement policies, in exchange to power resources emanated from institutional positions. The way this negotiation occur in each case depends on power structure and on institutional formats, suggesting that the same relational structure can provide different results when associated to distinct sets of actors and institutional designs. Only several comparative studies will enhance our understanding of this association.

On the other hand, the State fabric also structures the relation between public and private domains, accounting for most of its permeability. This seems to be much more complex, resilient and accidental than what has been sustained by previous approaches. Again in this respect, though the State power.
fabric does not define results, it strongly constrains and affects them. As stated before, the political choices do matter, and the strategies from those that hold the main institutional positions affect the way permeability occurs.

I will finish with a last remark about the relationship between the State fabric and institutions. In order to fully understand it, we need much more investigations, but apparently the networks tend to be more important and to affect policies more deeply when the state organizations involved are more insulated, and the policy community stronger. As we saw in Rio de Janeiro, where there was a greater insulation, the relationship between institutional power and the groups inside the network tended to be based on negotiations. In São Paulo, conversely, the organizational design apparently reduced the importance of the network in the production of the policy. In more insulated organizations, the strength of community groups tend to be higher, and, in more accessible agencies, the implemented policies tend to express outside elements more strongly.
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